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FROM UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS TO
UNEMPLOYMENT SUPPORT ACCOUNTS

J. MICHAEL ORSZAG AND DENNIS SNOWER

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper explores the implications of a far-reaching proposal for the reform of labour market policy, namely, to replace the current unemployment benefit systems by unemployment support accounts (USA). Under the USA system, employed people would be required to make ongoing contributions to their unemployment support accounts, and the balances in these accounts would then be available to them during periods of unemployment. The government would be able to undertake balanced-budget redistributions among the USAs, taxing the contributions of the rich and subsidizing those of the poor.

Moving from an unemployment benefit system to a USA system would radically change people’s incentives in the labour market. Under an unemployment benefit system, people receive unemployment benefits upon losing their jobs, and lose these benefits when they find jobs again. The unemployment benefits are typically financed through income taxes on employers and employees. These features are absent in the USA system. Aside from the balance-budget redistributions among the unemployment support accounts, people would receive no reward upon losing their jobs and suffer no penalties for finding jobs. People would play a much larger role in financing their own support during periods of unemployment.

The mechanics of the USA system may be summarised as follows. Each employed person would make a fixed mandatory minimum contribution to his or her USA each month. Voluntary contributions above the mandatory minimum levels would be permitted as well. Upon becoming unemployed, an individual would be entitled to withdraw a fixed maximum amount per month from his or her USA. Smaller withdrawals would also be permitted.
When a person’s USA balance falls to zero, he or she would become entitled to unemployment assistance, on the same financial terms as under the current unemployment benefit systems. In addition, the government could subsidise the contributions of people’s with low incomes. The unemployment assistance and contribution subsidies would be financed through taxes on the contributions of the other USA holders. When people retire, they could use their remaining USA balances to top up their pensions.

The USA system could be run on a pay-as-you-go (PAYG) or fully funded basis. This aspect is important, for a standard criticism of personalized accounts in other areas of the welfare state (such as pensions, health care, or education) is that they are typically viewed as fully funded systems, and in most OECD countries appear to lack the political will to embark on a quick transition to such systems from the current PAYG systems. However, it is easy to conceive of the USA system running on a PAYG basis. People could make their specified maximum withdrawals when they are unemployed, regardless of whether some of their USA balances at any point in time are used to finance the withdrawals of other people.

If the USA system were fully funded, then the contribution rates could be set in an actuarially fair manner so that, for all the USAs of a particular age cohort in the economy, the discounted value of aggregate minimum benefits is equal to the discounted value of aggregate contributions. (This method could ensure that generational accounts are in balance, in the sense of Kotlikoff (1993).) But since some of the USA balances of high-income individuals would be used to subsidize the contributions of low-income individuals, the contribution rates would not be actuarially fair for each individual.

If the USA system were run on a PAYG basis, such cross-subsidization of accounts would also extend across generations. In particular, a part of the USA balances of young people could finance the withdrawals of older people. In this respect, the USA system would be analogous to savings accounts under fractional reserve banking, whereby part of a depositor’s balances may fund a borrower’s withdrawals.

Since the USA system is compatible with both the PAYG and fully funded schemes, the transition from the former to the latter can proceed at whatever pace political and demographic conditions dictate. The closer the system is to being fully funded, the more discretion people could be given in determining who is to manage their USAs, the
government or private ancestor financial institutions. The investment activity of the latter institutions would have to be regulated in order to minimise the risk of bankruptcy and provide adequate insurance.

The case for switching from unemployment benefits to USAs is straightforward. Under the unemployment benefit system, as noted, people are in effect rewarded for being unemployed (through unemployment benefits) and penalised for being employed (through taxes). The unemployment benefit system creates an externality, since the unemployed impose costs on the employed. The unemployed, responding only to their private costs and benefits, do not take the full social costs of their unemployment into account when seeking jobs. In this way, the unemployment benefit system depresses job search and thereby stimulates unemployment. Furthermore, the employed do not receive full compensation for the social benefits from their employment and thus, if the relevant substitution effect dominates the income effect, they will work less hard than they otherwise would have. Thereby, the unemployment benefit system may depress productivity.

The USA system alleviates these externality problems. For when an unemployed person makes withdrawals from his USA, he is thereby diminishing the amount of funds that are available to him later on. Thus, in comparison with the unemployment benefit system, the unemployed internalise more of the social costs of their unemployment and thus have greater incentives to search for jobs. When an employed person makes contributions to his USA, he is thereby increasing the account balance that he can draw on in the future. Thus employed people internalise more the benefit from their USA contributions than from the taxes they pay to finance unemployment benefits, and consequently, the USA system may give them more of an incentive to be productive than the unemployment benefit system.

Naturally, the degree to which the USA system mitigates the above externality problem depends on the government’s redistributive goals. The more income the government redistributes from rich to poor, the greater the associated externality problem. Nevertheless, for any given amount of redistribution, the improved incentives under the USA system are likely to lead to higher employment, lower unemployment, and higher productivity than under the corresponding unemployment benefit system.

This paper provides an analytical framework for exploring the implications of the switch from unemployment benefit to USAs. The rest
of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a basic model of employment and unemployment under the two systems. Section 3 examines the government budget constraint, whereby the two systems finance themselves. Section 4 investigates microfoundations of the hiring and firing rates under the two systems and, on this basis, Section 5 presents a specific analytical example of how the two systems compare. Section 6 concludes.

2. THE MODEL

Workers in our model live for two periods. In the first period of working life the worker is “young”; in the second period he is “old.” The worker’s possible labor market states are illustrated in Figure (1). Upon entering the workforce, a each young worker faces a predetermined probability $h_y$ of becoming employed and a probability $1 - h_y$ of remaining unemployed. Let $V(y, e)$ and $V(y, u)$ be the discounted lifetime utilities of an employed and unemployed young worker, respectively. Then the discounted lifetime utility of an entrant to the workforce is:

(1) \[ V(y) = h_y V(y, e) + (1 - h_y) V(y, u) \]

A young, employed worker $(y, e)$ faces a probability $f_o$ of being fired at the beginning of the second period, in which case he turns into an old, unemployed worker $(o, u)$. With probability $1 - f_o$ the young,
employed worker is retained in the second period, in which case he turns into an “insider” \((i)\).

Finally, a young, unemployed worker \((y, u)\) faces a probability \(h_0\) of being hired at the beginning of the second period, whereupon he becomes an “old, employed worker” \((o, e)\). With probability \(1 - h_0\) the young, unemployed worker does not find a job in the second period, so that he becomes an old unemployed worker \((o, u)\).

Workers are assumed to have no access to capital markets, so that young workers are unable to borrow against their future incomes. Unemployed workers divide their time between leisure and job search; employed workers divide their time between leisure and work. The hiring rates in our model depend on job search intensity (i.e., the length of time unemployed workers spent searching), and the firing rates depend on productivity (i.e., the length of time spent working). Workers make their search-leisure and work-leisure choices so as to maximize their discounted lifetime utilities, taking into account the effects of these choices on the hiring and firing rates.\(^1\)

For simplicity, we assume that entrants to the workforce devote all their time to job search, and thus the hiring rate for entrants \((h_y)\) may be taken as an exogenously given constant. The hiring rate \(h_0\) for young unemployed workers depends inversely on their leisure \((l_{yu})\); for the more leisure they consume, the less time they spend on job search and thus the fewer jobs they are likely to find. The microfoundations for this relation is developed in Section 4. The firing rate \(f_o\) for young employed workers depends inversely on their leisure \((l_{ye})\); workers who shirk when young are more likely to be fired by the firm and are also less likely to be productive when old because of “learning by doing.”

Finally, a young, unemployed worker \((y, u)\) faces a probability \(h_0\) of being hired at the beginning of the second period, whereupon he becomes an "old, employed worker" \((o, e)\). With probability \(1 - h_0\) the young, unemployed worker does not find a job in the second period, so that he becomes an old unemployed worker \((o, u)\).

2.1. The Unemployment Benefit System. Under an unemployment benefit system, let each unemployed worker receives an exogenously given real unemployment benefit \(b\). Furthermore, let unemployment

\(^1\)The model is a simple two-period variant of the labor market model developed by ((Phelps 1994), ch. 15). Our innovations include the incorporation of job search and the analysis of unemployment support accounts in this setting.
benefits be financed through a payroll tax, where \( \tau \) is the payroll tax rate.

The young unemployed worker receives the unemployment benefit \( b \) in the first period, and the corresponding utility is \( u(b, l_{yu}) \), where \( l_{yu} \) is the worker’s leisure (unity minus the time spent searching). In the second period, with probability \( h_o \), he gains the utility \( V^b(o, e) \) of an old, employed worker, and with probability \( 1 - h_o \), he gains the utility \( V^b(o, u) \) of an old, unemployed worker. Since the leisure of the old workers is fixed, these utilities are fixed as well. (The superscript "\( b \)" stands for the benefit system.) Thus, the decision problem of the young unemployed worker may be represented as finding the level of leisure \( l_{yu} \) that maximises the following discounted utility:

\[
\max_{l_{yu}} \left[ u(b, l_{yu}) + \beta (h_o(l_{yu})V^b(o, e) + (1 - h_o(l_{yu}))V^b(o, u)) \right]
\]

where \( \beta \) is the time discount factor. The first-order condition for this decision problem is:

\[
u_{l_{yu}} = -\beta h'_o(l_{yu}) [V^b(o, e) - V^b(o, u)]
\]

In other words, the marginal utility of leisure must be set equal to the discounted marginal hiring propensity \( \beta h'_o \) times the penalty for job loss \( (V^b(e, o) - V^b(u, o)) \). Since there is diminishing marginal utility of leisure, the optimal level of leisure depends inversely on the penalty for job loss.

Along similar lines, the young employed worker receives the wage \( w(1 - \tau) \) in the first period; in the second period, with probability \( f_o \), he gains the utility \( V^b(o, u) \) of an old, unemployed worker, and with probability \( 1 - f \), he gains the utility \( V^b(o, e) \) of an old, employed worker. (As above, the utilities \( V^b(o, u) \) and \( V^b(o, e) \) are fixed, since the leisure of the old workers is fixed.) Thus the young employed worker’s decision problem is to find the level of leisure \( l_{ye} \) that maximises the following discounted utility:

\[
\max_{l_{ye}} \left[ u(w(1 - \tau), l_{ye}) + \beta (f_o(l_{ye})V^b(o, u) + (1 - f_o(l_{ye}))V^b(o, e)) \right]
\]

The first-order condition for this problem is:
Here, the marginal utility of leisure must be set equal to the discounted marginal firing propensity \((\beta f_o)\) times the penalty for job loss \((V^b(o, e) - V^b(o, u))\). Once again, diminishing marginal utility of leisure implies that the optimal level of leisure depends inversely on the penalty for job loss.\(^2\)

2.2. The USA System. Now consider the workers’ choices under the USA system. For comparability, we assume that the interpersonal redistributions among the accounts are such that the unemployed always receive an amount at least as large as the unemployment benefit \(b\). Specifically, if a young worker is unemployed, he receives \(b\), and gains utility \(u(b, l_{yu})\). Since he is unemployed, he is unable to accumulate positive USA balances in the second period. With probability \(h_o\), he finds a job in the second period and gains utility \(V^a(o, e, 0)\), where the superscript “a” stands for “accounts,” “o, e” stands for an “old, employed” worker, and “0” stands for the level of that worker’s account balances. With probability \(1 - h_o\), he finds no job in the second period and gains utility \(V^a(o, u, 0)\). As above, \(V^a(o, e, 0)\) and \(V^a(o, u, 0)\) are fixed. Thus the young unemployed worker’s decision problem is to maximize

\[
(6) \quad V^a(y, u, 0) = \max_{l_{yu}} [u(b, l_{yu}) + \beta h_o(l_{yu})V^a(o, e, 0) + (1 - h_o(l_{yu}))V^a(o, u, 0)]
\]

The first-order condition is

\[
(7) \quad u_{l_{yu}} = -\beta h'(l_{yu}) [V^a(o, e, 0) - V^a(o, u, 0)]
\]

If a young worker is employed, she receives the wage \(w\). Denote her optimal level of consumption in period 1 by \(c^*\). Then the contribution to her USA is \((w - c^*)\). Let \(r\) be the interest rate and \(\kappa\) be the rate at which her contribution is taxed (both exogenously given to the worker). Then her account balance in the following period will

\(^2\)This is true if leisure and consumption are complements. Otherwise, consumption and leisure must not be strong enough substitutes for the decrease in period one consumption from saving in accounts to lead to a sufficient increase in the marginal utility of leisure to counterbalance the effect on leisure from the larger penalty for job loss.
be

\[ A = (w - c^*)(1 + r)(1 - \kappa). \]

Thus the young employed worker’s decision problem is to maximize

\[
V^a(y, e, 0) = \max_{l_{ye}} [u(c^*, l_{ye}) + \beta f_o(l_{ye})V^a(o, u, A) + (1 - f_o(l_{ye}))V^a(o, e, A)]
\]

and the corresponding first-order condition is

\[
u_{ye} = \beta f'(l_{ye})[V^a(o, e, A) - V^a(o, u, A)].\]

Define the replacement ratio as \( \nu = \frac{b}{w} \) and the contribution rate under the USA system as \( k = \frac{w - c^*}{w} \). In order for the young employed worker’s USA contribution to be sufficiently high to yield at least as much as the unemployment benefit, should he become unemployed when old, we require that

\[
A = (w - c^*)(1 + r)(1 - \kappa) > b,
\]

which implies that:

\[
k \geq \frac{\nu}{(1 + r)(1 - \kappa)}
\]

In what follows, we presuppose that this condition holds. In addition, the tax rate \( \kappa \) must be set so that total tax receipts are sufficient to fund payments of \( b \) to each unemployed person with insufficient account balances, i.e. to each young unemployed person and each long-term unemployed person (who is unemployed in both periods). This government budget constraint is examined in Section 3.

| Unemployment Benefit System | | |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Employed | Unemployed | |
| Period 1 Employed | \( w(1 - \tau) \) | \( b \) |
| Period 1 Unemployed | \( w(1 - \tau) \) | \( b \) |

| Account System | | |
|----------------|-----------------------------|
| Employed | Unemployed | |
| Period 1 Employed | \( w + (w - c^*)(1 + r)(1 - \kappa) \) | \( (w - c^*)(1 + r)(1 - \kappa) \) |
| Period 1 Unemployed | \( w \) | \( b \) |

**Table 1.** Period 2 consumption as a function of period 1 and period 2 states.
2.3. A Preliminary Comparison of the Two Systems. Observe that the first-order conditions under the two systems are virtually identical. In each case, the crucial variable for determining job search and work effort is the difference between the value of being employed and being unemployed.

Table (1) compares the two systems by describing period-2 consumption as a function of the worker’s labor market history.

To understand the incentives generated by the USA system and unemployment benefit system, it is useful to consider what workers stand to lose from being unemployed under the two systems. To make the comparison particularly transparent, suppose that all workers receive the same, exogenously given wage. Then, under the unemployment benefit system, workers receive \( w(1 - \tau) \) when employed, and \( b \) when unemployed; thus they stand to lose \( \Lambda = w(1 - \tau) - b \) from being unemployed. Under the USA system, however, the incentives are different:

To begin with, consider the old workers who were previously employed. If they are employed, they receive \( w + kw(1 - \kappa)(1 + r) \); and if they are unemployed they receive \( kw(1 - \kappa)(1 + r) \). The difference is \( w \), which is larger than the corresponding difference \( \Lambda = w(1 - \tau) - b \) under the unemployment benefit system. As for the long-term unemployed (old workers who were also unemployed when young) and the young unemployed, they receive \( w \) when employed and \( b \) when unemployed. The resulting difference, \( w - b \), is also larger than \( \Lambda \).

In short, under the USA system, workers stand to lose more from being unemployed, since they internalize more of the costs of their unemployment than under the unemployment benefit system. In the first-order conditions (3), (5), (7), (9), we have seen that the workers’

\[ g(w + kw(1 - \kappa)(1 + r)) - g(kw(1 - \kappa)(1 + r)) > g(w(1 - \tau)) - g(b) \]

We note that by concavity:

\[ g(w + kw(1 - \kappa)(1 + r)) \geq g(w) + g(kw(1 - \kappa)(1 + r)) \]

so that:

\[ g(w + kw(1 - \kappa)(1 + r)) - g(kw(1 - \kappa)(1 + r)) \geq g(w) > g(w(1 - \tau)) - g(b) \]
leisure decisions depend positively on the penalty for job loss. Consequently, the unemployed have the incentive to search harder for jobs (take less leisure while unemployed) and the employed are induced to work harder (take less leisure while employed) under the USA system.

As result, it is straightforward to see that unemployment will be lower under the USA system. Specifically, letting the size of each age cohort be $z$, the aggregate unemployment level is:

\[
U_o = h_y f_o(l_{ye}) + (1 - h_y) (1 - h_o(l_{yu}))
\]

Since $l_{ye}$ and $l_{yu}$ are both lower under the USA system than under the unemployment benefit system, the firing rate $f_o$ will be lower and the hiring rate $h_o$ will be higher under the former system. Thus the USA system generates less unemployment.

3. The Government Budget Constraint

The government budget constraint under the benefit system is the discounted present value budget constraint that:

\[
b((1 - h_y) + \beta U_o) = w \tau (h_y + \beta (1 - U_o))
\]

with second period unemployment $U_o$ determined by Eq. (11).

To provide some rough calculations, using Eq. (12), payroll taxes under the benefit system are:

\[
\tau = \frac{b (1 - h_y) + \beta U_o}{w h_y + \beta (1 - U_o)}
\]

Using Eq. (13), the payroll tax level is increasing in both the leisure of the employed and unemployed. With the account system, only those who are unemployed in both periods receive unemployment benefits. The unemployment benefits in both periods are funded out of taxes on the contributions of the young employed. The amount of expenditure on the period 1 unemployed is:

\[
b(1 - h_y)
\]

and that on the period 2 unemployed is:
and the amount of revenue is:

\[ \kappa kwh_y. \]

Hence:

\[ \kappa = \left[ \frac{(1 - h_o(l_y)k)}{(1 + r)} + 1 \right] \frac{1 - h_y}{h_yk}\nu. \]

Suppose that the goal of the system is only to replicate the existing replacement ratio \( \nu \) so that \( k = \frac{\nu}{(1 + r)(1 - \kappa)} \) then the level of \( \kappa \) necessary to sustain the system is relatively low. For example suppose that \( h_y = 0.90 \) and the \( h_o(l_y) = 0.90 \) and \( f_o(l_ye) = 0.10 \), then unemployment in the first period is 10% and 90% of these people find jobs so that only 1% need benefits in the second period. If the discount rate is 10%. The amount of benefits that need to be funded in period 2 units:

\[ 0.10(1.10) + 0.01 = 0.12b \]

The 90% of people who are employed in period 1 and contributing to the system with an aim of replicating unemployment benefits if unemployed pay a contribution need to pay for this, meaning that the tax rate \( \kappa \) on contributions is about 11.76%.

4. Microfoundations of Hire and Fire Rates

We have assumed that the only way workers perceive they can influence hire and fire is through the choice of leisure. In this section, we provide some microfoundations for such hire and fire rates. There are a variety of models which can produce the same outcomes; here, we only illustrate the simplest possible model.

There are a large number \( M \) of firms, each of which has \( L \) workers and maximizes its two period profits \( F(L, 1) \):

\[ F(L, 1) = [\Gamma(0, l_{ye}) - w_y - df_o]L - \tau \omega N^{U_y \over M} + \beta \pi_2 \]

with:
Here, $\beta$ is the discount rate, $\psi$ captures learning by doing in production, $\Gamma$ is productivity which depends on experience and effort, $w_y$ is the wage in period 1, $w_o$ is the wage of those unemployed in period 1 who become employed in period 2, $w_i$ is the “insider” wage in period 2 for those employed in period 1, $d$ is the cost of firing a worker, $f_o$ is the firing rate, $\tau$ is the cost of hiring a worker, $l_{oe}$ is the leisure of the old, $N$ is the number of interviews conducted with each of the $U_y$ period 1 unemployed workers and $\omega$ is the hiring rate at each interview.

Since the purpose of this section is to derive the microfoundations of hire and fire rates, we treat the wages $w_i, w_o$ and $w_y$ in the model as predetermined. We introduce these wages as separate parameters here because they separately influence the hire and fire decisions.

The first order condition for hiring is that, if the firm is hiring, the shadow value of a worker $\lambda$ exceeds the marginal hiring cost:

$$\text{(21)} \quad \lambda = \beta \left( \Gamma(0, l_{oe}) - w_o \right) > \tau$$

When a worker comes for interviews at a firm, the firm’s hiring decision is based on comparing the estimated shadow values $\lambda - \epsilon$ (where $\epsilon$ is a random variable) from hiring additional the employee with marginal training costs $\tau$. At the interview time, the firm does not know how active the worker has been searching for a job so that its estimates of the shadow value are independent of the amount of search of the employee. The hire rate $\omega$ then is:

$$\text{(22)} \quad \omega = H(\lambda - \tau)$$

where $H$ is the cumulative distribution function of $\epsilon$.

Workers know the hire rate $\omega$ and have a time endowment of 1 when unemployed and obtaining an interview takes $c$ units of time. Workers who do one interview are hired with a probability $\omega$; if they are not hired (with probability $1 - \omega$), they may proceed to a second interview and be hired with a probability $\omega$. The total probability of being hired is:
Given that the total endowment of leisure time is 1, then \( N \) interviews take \( cN \) units of time. Thus, leisure when unemployed is \( 1 - cN \) so that \( N = \frac{1-l_{yu}}{c} \). Hence:

\[
(24) \quad h_\omega(l_{yu}) = 1 - (1 - \omega)^{1-(l_{yu})/c}
\]

which is decreasing in the leisure when unemployed. A linear approximation to Eq. (24) is:

\[
(25) \quad h_\omega(l_{yu}) = 1 + \log(1 - \omega) \frac{(l_{yu} - 1)}{c}
\]

which can be rewritten as:

\[
(26) \quad h_\omega(l_{yu}) = \theta (1 - a \cdot l_{yu}).
\]

The hire rate function formulation implicitly assumes that workers take the wage as given.

The first order condition of the profit maximization problem Eq. (19) for firing is that a worker will be fired if

\[
(27) \quad \beta(\Gamma(\psi, l_{ye}) - w_i) + d < 0
\]

so that a worker is fired when his/her discounted future contribution to profits falls below minus marginal firing costs. Because the worker is working on projects which may take more than one period, his first period effort \( l_{ye} \) will influence second period productivity. This effect is captured through the random parameter \( \psi \) which measures learning by doing.

Since the learning by doing parameter is random, firing is stochastic and the probability of firing a worker is given by the probability that Eq. (27) is negative. To simplify analysis, we assume that \( \Gamma(\psi, l_{ye}) \) is linear:

\[
(28) \quad \Gamma(\psi, l_{ye}) = (\varsigma - l_{ye})\psi
\]

Hence, the probability of firing the worker is:
where \( G \) is the cumulative density function of \( \psi \) and \( \chi = \frac{\beta_w - \alpha}{\gamma} \). Here, the fire rate is increasing in the level of leisure on the job \( l_{ye} \) as well as increasing in the wage \( w \). The cumulative density function \( G \) can take a variety of forms but we can construct a first order approximation in terms of \( l_{ye} \) about \( l_{ye} = \bar{l} \):

\[
f_o(l_{ye}) = \phi + \varphi l_{ye}.
\]

Someone who exhibits full effort and does not shirk at all should not be fired which can be achieved by setting \( \varphi = 0 \). Hence:

\[
f_o(l_{ye}) = \phi l_{ye}
\]

The parameter \( \phi \) will depend on a number of other parameters including the wage.\(^4\)

5. **A Simple Example**

In this section, we consider a simple example to illustrate the basic model described in Section 2. We consider the utility function:

\[
u(c, l) = \frac{(c^{\alpha}l^{1-\alpha})^\gamma}{\gamma}
\]

In Sec. 4 above, we derived microfoundations for hiring and firing rates. This section suggests the choice of hire and fire rates of:

\[
h_o(l_{yu}) = \theta(1 - a l_{yu})
\]

\[
f_o(l_{ye}) = \phi l_{ye}
\]

Again, as mentioned in Sec. 4, the parameters \( \phi, \theta \) and \( a \), which the worker treats as given, will typically be endogenous and depend on various aspects of the problem of profit maximization by the firm. We focus here only on the effects of funding on the consumer problem or

\(^4\)Another way of justifying this functional form for the firing function is in terms of a shirking model (c.f., (Phelps 1994), Ch. 15 for details).
alternatively assume that the firm treats the worker’s supply of effort and leisure as given. Since $l_{oe}$ and $l_{ou}$ are treated as fixed in our model, we normalize their values to 1.

5.1. **Unfunded Benefits.** When unemployed in the first period, the worker’s problem is to solve:

$V^b(y, u) = \max_{l_{yu}} \left[ \frac{(b^{1-\alpha})^{l_{yu}}}{\gamma} + \frac{\beta}{\gamma} (h_o(l_{yu})(w(1 - \tau))^{\alpha\gamma} + (1 - h_o(l_{yu}))(\theta^{\alpha\gamma}) \right]

subject to:

$max \left[ 0, \frac{1}{a} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\theta} \right) \right] \leq l_{yu} \leq \frac{1}{a}

The interior solution for leisure when unemployed is:

$l_{yu} = \left[ \frac{\beta a \theta}{(1 - \alpha)\gamma} ((w(1 - \tau))^{\alpha\gamma} - \theta^{\alpha\gamma}) \right]^{\frac{1}{(1 - \alpha)\gamma - 1}} b^{\frac{\alpha\gamma}{(1 - \alpha)\gamma - 1}}$

When employed in the first period, the worker’s problem is to solve:

$V^b(y, e) = \max_{l_{ye}} \left[ \frac{((w(1 - \tau))^\alpha l_{ye})^{\gamma}}{\gamma} + \frac{\beta}{\gamma} ((1 - f_o(l_{ye}))(w(1 - \tau))^{\alpha\gamma} + f_o(l_{ye})(\theta^{\alpha\gamma}) \right]

subject to:

$0 \leq l_{ye} \leq \frac{1}{\phi}$

which, assuming an interior solution, leads to an optimal choice of leisure of:

$l_{ye} = \left[ \frac{\beta \phi}{(1 - \alpha)\gamma} ((w(1 - \tau))^{\alpha\gamma} - \theta^{\alpha\gamma}) \right]^{\frac{1}{(1 - \alpha)\gamma - 1}} (w(1 - \tau))^{\frac{-\alpha\gamma}{(1 - \alpha)\gamma - 1}}$

The unemployment rate in the second period is:
To determine the balanced budget payroll tax rate $\tau$, we solve the equation:

$$\beta ((1 - h_y) + \beta U_o) = \tau w (h_y + \beta (1 - U_o))$$

for $\tau$. Unfortunately, this equation cannot be solved analytically. However, it is simple to do so numerically.

As a simple example, we set $w = 1.0, h_y = 0.90, b = 0.20, \phi = 1.50, r = 0.10, a = 0.75, \theta = 1.0, \alpha = 0.75, \beta = \frac{1}{1+r}, \gamma = 0.85$. In this case, the equilibrium payroll tax rate is 3.95% and the fire and hire rates are 0.253 and 0.914 respectively. The unemployment in period 2 is 23.7%. In the next section, we will review how to do calculations for an account system. For these same parameter values, unemployment under a balanced account system in period 2 is 11.87% or about half the level of the benefit system because of the effects on incentives.

5.2. The Account System. Under the account system, if unemployed in the first period, the workers problem is:

$$V^a(y, u) = \max_{l_{yu}} \left[ \frac{(b^a l_{yu})^{1-a}}{\gamma} + \frac{\beta}{\gamma} (h_o(l_{yu})(w)^{\alpha \gamma} + (1 - h_o(l_{yu}))b^{\alpha \gamma}) \right]$$

subject to:

$$\max \left[ 0, \frac{1}{a} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\theta} \right) \right] \leq l_{yu} \leq \frac{1}{a}$$

which is the same as that for the benefit system except that there is no payroll tax. In this case:

$$l_{yu} = \left[ \frac{\beta a \theta}{(1 - \alpha)^{\gamma - 1}} (w^{\alpha \gamma} - b^{\alpha \gamma}) \right]^{1/(1-\alpha)\gamma - 1} b^{-\alpha \gamma / (1-\alpha)\gamma - 1}$$

For the employed in period 1, the problem is:
\[ V^a(y, e) = \max_{l_{ye}, c} \left[ \frac{\left( \frac{c^{1-\alpha}}{1-\alpha} \right)^\gamma}{\gamma} + \frac{\beta}{\gamma} \left( (1 - f_o(l_{ye})) (w + (c - w)(1 + r)(1 - \kappa))^{\alpha \gamma} + f_o(l_{ye}) (c - w)(1 + r)(1 - \kappa)^{\alpha \gamma} \right) \right] \]

subject to:

\[ 0 \leq c \leq w - \frac{b}{(1 + r)(1 - \kappa)} \]  
\[ 0 \leq l_{ye} \leq \frac{1}{\phi} \]

For this problem, we obtain:

\[ l_{ye} = \left[ \frac{\beta \phi}{(1 - \alpha)^{\gamma}} \left( (w + (c - w)(1 + r)(1 - \kappa))^{\alpha \gamma} - (c - w)(1 + r)(1 - \kappa)^{\alpha \gamma} \right) \right]^{\frac{1}{(1-\alpha)\gamma-1}} c^{-\frac{\alpha \gamma}{1-\alpha \gamma-1}} \]

for an interior solution.

The balanced budget constraint is (c.f., Sec. 3):

\[ \kappa(w - c)h_y = b \left( (1 - h_y) + \frac{(1 - h_y)(1 - \theta (1 - al_{yu}))}{1 + r} \right) \]

The interpretation of Eq. (49) is that the tax on the contributions of employed in period 1 pays for the unemployed benefits of those who cannot afford to pay these benefits out of their accounts. In this simplified model, those without account assets are those who are unemployed in the first period and those who are unemployed in both the first and second periods.

As a simple example, we set \( w = 1.0, h_y = 0.90, b = 0.20, \phi = 1.50, r = 0.10, \alpha = 0.75, \theta = 1.0, \kappa = 0.75, \beta = \frac{1}{1+r}, \gamma = 0.85. \) In this case, the equilibrium contribution tax rate is 7.72% and the fire and hire rates are 0.123 and 0.918 respectively. The unemployment in period 2 is 11.87% as opposed to 23.66% in the funded case. The maximum consumption wage ratio is 80.3% in period 1 as opposed to
96.05% in the benefit case; however, agents choose to consume only 40.2% of their wage.  

5.3. **Comparisons.** We have identified two principal channels whereby accounts reduce unemployment in the two period model:

- **Increased effort** when employed. Because costs are internalized there are larger penalties for job loss so that workers exhibit more effort.
- **Increased search** when unemployed. Internalization of costs leads workers to search more.

We now compare balanced budget behaviour under the account and benefit systems. In Table (2) we report: unemployment under the benefit system in period 2 ($U^B_2$) and the percentage change in unemployment from moving to a funded system with different values of the replacement ratio $\nu = \frac{b}{w}$, firm monitoring/fire rate $\phi$, search cost parameter $a$, and hiring propensity $\theta$. We fix $h_y = 0.90$, $w = 1$, $r = 0.10$, $\gamma = 0.85$. We find that the incentive effects of a funded system lead to significant employment reductions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\frac{b}{w}$</th>
<th>$\phi$</th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$\theta$</th>
<th>$U^B_2$</th>
<th>$\frac{U^B_2}{U^R_2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.182115</td>
<td>-40.07 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.236609</td>
<td>-49.84 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.314233</td>
<td>-58.12 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.219309</td>
<td>-56.54 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.263485</td>
<td>-41.43 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.317194</td>
<td>-36.92 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.237618</td>
<td>-49.64 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.240351</td>
<td>-49.10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.289315</td>
<td>-40.23 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.317001</td>
<td>-36.47 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Funded versus Benefit Unemployment Benefits

These effects can also be seen in Fig. (2) for changes in the unemployment benefit replacement ratio. We note that the incentive effects of funding decrease the dependence of the unemployment rate on the replacement ratio as well as reducing overall unemployment. In Fig.

---

The intuition for this is that consumption and leisure are complements and agents will have higher leisure in the second period.
(3), we show the same effects for changes in the parameter $\phi$. In Fig. (4), we show the dependence of unemployment under the funded and benefit systems on $a$. Finally, in Fig. (5), we show the dependence of unemployment under the funded and benefit systems on $\theta$.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper analyzes the implications for unemployment of replacing the prevailing unemployment benefit systems with unemployment support accounts (USAs). This shift involves replacing the current system of payroll taxes and unemployment benefits with a system of mandatory contributions and withdrawal rules. Under our proposal, the government will use a balanced budget redistribution mechanism to provide benefits to those who cannot afford to pay out of their USAs. Unemployment in our model is equilibrium unemployment in the sense of Phelps (1994) and Lindbeck and Snower (1988) in that there
are explicit hire and fire costs; while workers choose leisure, their choice of leisure influences their transition probabilities between states rather than the level of hours worked. Workers who cannot afford to pay for unemployment benefits out of their accounts receive unemployment benefits which are funded by contributory taxes on those who contribute to accounts.

Our model shows that unemployment accounts lead to significant decreases in unemployment because the account system leads to substantial increases in the penalties for losing or not finding a job. These stronger penalties lead workers to search and work harder; because hire rates rise and fire rates fall, balanced budget unemployment is lower in the account system relative to the current system of unemployment benefits.

**Figure 3.** The effect of increases on the firm firing propensity $\phi$ on unemployment under the benefit and funded systems.
FIGURE 4. The effect of increases on the job search cost parameter $a$ on unemployment under the benefit and funded systems.
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